Undergraduate Curriculum Committee Minutes March 21, 2014

Members Present: Sean Pollock (Chair and COLA); Debra Arms (CONH); Todd Brittingham (Registrar) Mark Cubberley (Lake); Barb Dunaway (CEHS); Mary Holland (Registrar); Joe Law (Provost Office) Richard Mercer (COSM); Karen Meyer (CECS)

1. Approval of February 21, 2014 minutes: The committee reviewed and approved the minutes of February 21, 2014.

2. Review of Course Inventory Requests: AVI2000; AVI2001; AVI2002; CHI2210; CHM1210; CHM2450; CHM3560; ED4060; ED4210; ED4220; ED4590; EE3260; EE3310; EE3310L; EE4000; EE4130; EE4130L; EE4620; EE4620L; EGR1010; EGR 1900; ENG4920; HED1230; HED2320; KNH2410; KNH2500; NUR3100; NUR3300; NUR3440; NUR3460; NUR4800; NUR4801; NUR4810; NUR4830; NUR4850; NUR4860; NUR4870; NUR4880; SOC3520; SOC4640; SPN4030; PHY2400
   a. The committee reviewed and approved the following: AVI2001; AVI2002; EE3260; EE3310; EE3310L; EE4000; EE4130; EE4130L; EE4620; EE4620L; EGR1010; EGR 1900; HED1230; HED2320; KNH2500; NUR4810; SPN4030;
   b. The committee reviewed and approved the following courses with language and/or effective date change: AVI2000; ED4210; ED4220; ED4590; KNH2410; NUR3100; NUR3300; NUR3440; NUR3460; NUR4800; NUR4860; NUR4870; NUR4880; NUR4890;
   c. The committee reviewed and approved the following courses with change in the restrictions and/or prerequisites: CHI2210; CHM3560; ED4060; ENG4920; NUR4801; NUR4850; SOC3520; SOC4640; PHY2400
   d. The committee reviewed and tabled the following courses: CHM1210; CHM2450; EGR1010; NUR4830;

3. The committee reviewed and approved the following Programs of Study requests:
   a. ATR – Athletic Training – BS (Modify)
   b. HPR – K-12: Physical Ed- BSED (Modify)
   c. PSY-Psychology/Minor Lake Campus (New)

4. The Art History: Semester Departmental Honors Requirements have been reviewed and approved.

5. Details are being finalized for coding of the MPL to Level Conversion Process.

6. The committee approved the addition of program restrictions to the already existing College restriction on 3000 and 4000-level CECS courses in order to exclude students who are Intending and Pre-degree. The new restriction applies to the courses listed in the spreadsheet provided by Angela Griffith. The new restriction reads as follows: Must be enrolled in the following College: CECS. May not be enrolled in the following Degrees: Pre-degree and Intending.

7. Adjourned